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METHODS OF EFFICIENT PARAMETER ESTIMATION
IN CONTROL PROBLEMS
BY JOHN B. TAYlOR
This paper examines the asymptotic efficiency of parameter estimates generated bysingle penod optimal
control rules in the mulu pie regression model. Several well known rules are shown to generate parameter
estimates with unacceptably large variances which decline exzremm'lyslowly as the sample size grows. An
alternative class of certainty equivalence rules is suggested inorder to improve the efficiency of the
parameterestimates wjthrelatit,elvlittledeterioratiofl in controiperformance.Forthisclassthelargeris the
number of parameters to be estimated, the poorer is control performance.thus indicating a trade-oil
between estimation and control.
Recent research on multiperiod control theory in modelswith unknown
parameters has primarily focused on optimization of targetvariable performance
with little emphasis on properties of the parameter estimates.Consequently the
parameter estimates which evolve when such controltheory is applied, frequently
have undesirable statistical properties such as largevariances or fail to converge.
Such poor parameter estimates do not indicate that thesuggested control rules
are defective since their stated purposeis to improve system performance rather
than estimate parameters which are irrelevant forcontrol. In fact in some cases
improving parameter estimates can only be accomplishedby sacrificing target
variable performance.
However, in many practical applications of controltheory it is necessary to
obtain good parameter estimates. Forexample, a policy maker using an
econometric model for control purposesmight be interested in estimating struc-
tural relationships even if these are not immediatelyused for control. Knowledge
of these structural relationships would he usefulshould the loss function change in
some unpredictable way in thefuture.
The purpose of this paper is to examine the efficiencyof parameter estimates
generated by control rules in the tnultivariatc regressionmodel,
(1) = p'x + Ut, I= 1,2,
where Y: is a scalar target variable with target y,3 is a vector ofkunknown
parameters, x, is a controlvector' withkcomponents, and u, is a scalar random
variable whiéh is independently and identicallyd,stributed with zero mean and
finite variance0.2. The special case where k = I was discussed by Prescott (1972)
from a Bayesian viewpoint and Taylor(1974)from a non-Bayesian viewpoint. In
Section 1 we show that single period optimalcontrol rules which have long been
suggested for this model (sometimes asapproximations to the multiperiod prob-
lem) yield parameter estimates which areextremely inefficient. The direction of
the vector x, for these rules is nearlyorthogonal to the vector which minimizesthe
This model assumes that allkexogenous variables are subject tocontrol. Several different issues
arise when not all variables are subject to control.Experimental results on this more general problem
are reported in Anderson and Taylor (1975).
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generalized variance of theestimate of the vector/3. Experimentalresults indicate that the variance of theestimates of the elementsof /3 declineimperceptively iat all over sample sizesas large as 3,000. in Section2 an alternativecontrol ruleis proposed and is shownto generate more efficient
parameter estimateswith relatively little deteriorationin control performance.The primarymeasure of efficiency throughout thispaper is the variance of theasymptoticdistribution of the individual parameterestimates, thoughselected experimentalresultsare reported to indicate therate of convergenceto these asymptotic
distributions As is usual with statisticalresults based on largesample theory, theyshould beused with caution in smallsamples.
1.SINGLE PERIODOPTIMAL CONTROLRULES
Many of the controlrules which have beensuggested for thisproblem have been derived usingBayesian methods andare either optimalBayes rulesor approximations to theserules. In the mostcoinnion formulationof the problem, the criterion ofperformance is thesum (y, - with u, normallydistri- buted. A control ruleis then chosenso as to minimize the
expectation of thissum with respect to theprior distributionof /3 and thedistribution ofu,. Since the dynamic programmingsolution is intractablefor large T,an approximatesolution is suggested bytruncating the problemat small T. Themost commonapproxima- tion is to set T=1. This singleperiod solutionhas been referredto as the sequential updatingsolution by Zellner(1971) and themyopic solutionby Prescott (1972), andis one form ofopen loop strategysuggested in thengineering literature. This is alsothe rule consideredby Brainard (1967)where emphasiswas on macroeconomicpolicy implicationsof uncertain /3.We refer to thistype of rule as a single period optimalBayes rule.
When cr2 is knownand the priordistribution of /3 isuninformative, thesingle period optimal Bayesrule is given by
t=k,k±l..... !AJ3, +
where A, x,x and where
=A x,y1
and wherewe assume thatx1, x2,... ,x are given such that xx is nonsingu- lar. It is wellknown that theoptimal portfolioof instrumentsin the vectorx,+1 is such that thoseinstrumentscorresponding toelements of /3 withrelatively large variances will berelatively smallin absolutevalue; and thatnegative covariances can be exploitedby applyingappropriate weightsto some instruments. The sequentialupdating rule in(2) is nota certainty equivalencerule because it does notsatisfy the equationy"= /3x11.Basu (1974) hassuggested a modifica- tion to (2)which will bereferred toas the single periodoptimal certainty equivalence ruleand is definedby
Afi* Xt+I_,Ay
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y*,one might hope that thesequenceof parameter estimates that evolve when
these rules are used have desirable statistical properties. This however is not the
case. The resulting estimates of $3 have extremely large variances even for very
large samples as is illustrated experimentally below.
Thereason for these poor parameter estimates can be seen intuitively by
examining the single period Bayes risk
E[(y,+1 -y*)2xyr.....x1,= a2(1 +x1A,x,1) + ($x,1
The single period optimal Bayes rule is chosen to minimize (5). The single period
optimal certainty equivalence ru!e minimizes the first term on the right hand side
of (5) constraining the second term to equal zero as has been pointed out by Basu
(1974). The equality
(1+x1A,x,+1)IA, +x,ix+iI
indicates however that the first term on the right hand side of (5) is inversely
proportional to the determinant of the conditional covarianee matrix of (that
is the generalized conditional variance) given observations through time t. Thus
the single period optimal Bayes rule maximizes the generalized conditional
variance of I,+i added to ($3'x,+1y*)2,and the single period optimal certainty
equivalence rule maximizes the generalized conditional variance of subject to
= 0. This suggests why the rules result in poor parameterestimates.
The direction of x,1 is almost orthogonal to the direction which will give most
information about $3. This also suggests that obtaining better parameter estimates
might necessarily result in a deterioration of the performance ofthe target
variable.
The experimental results reported in Tables 1 and 2 illustrate the estimation
problem in a model with two unknown parameters and two controls.The
parameter values for the Monte Carlo experiment reportedhere were= 1,
132 = 2, r21, y*1, and the initial values for the two control variables x1, and x2,
were X = 1, x123, x21 = 1, x22 = 2. The initial variances are therefore var( 13i,) =
5, var($32)= 10, and coy P2r)= 7 when = 2. Several modelswith different
initial conditions (including smaller initial variances) were alsoexamined with
similar results. The estimated moments for this rule are calculated onthe bases of
100 replications of a 3,000 period time horizon. The termE(y*_IYX,i)2
represents the expected one period loss minusa2, and declines as (. For 1> 100,
the estimate ofE(y*_f3x,+i)2 is within the 95% probability interval (computed
using the x2 distribution) of t'. Thus the asymptoticdistribution ofy*13x,in
this model with more than one unknown parameter and morethan one control is
the same as that derived by Taylor (1974) in the case of asingle control and a
single unknown parameter.
Note however that the variance of the parameterestimates generated by both
rules has a very small decline after i = 10 and shows notendency to converge to
zero. Plots of the observed values of $3,and 132: are also illuminating and are
found in Figure 1 at t = 100 (the small ellipse should beignored for now) for rule
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Figure 1Scatter of Parameter
Estimates at := I O0for SinglePeriod BayesOptimal ControlRule.
/3,and f321 donot seem toconverge tozero, the varianceof a linearcombination
of, and 2t doesconverge to zero.This linearcombination isdetermined by the
initial conditionsof theexperiment. Itsslope in the plane isapproximately
equal to theslope of thecharacteristicvector correspondingto the smallestroot of
A2. Asour primarypurpose is toillustrate theinefficiency ofthese parameter
estimates, andto suggesta more efficientmethod,we will notpursue he
properties ofthese limitingdistributions.TAB[.I-!
TABLE 2
Tables I and 2 also present the estimated mean of the smaller root v1 and the
larger reot, of A1. The smaller rootincreases extremely slowly as suggested by
the direction of each x,, while the larger root increases on the orderf I for large I.
2. IARAMETER Es'rINIATING CERTAINTY EoulvA1.IiNc;lRuts
In this section we consider some certainty equivalence ruleswhich generate
estimates of specified linear combinations of the vector 13 and which areconsistent
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I E(/311) var (13,( var (132,) CO'J (,. p2,)
10 1.2246 3.9675 1.6729 7.9731 .5 5738
50 1.2354 3.80! 1 (.6627 7.5581 --5.3207
100 1.2525 3.8568 (.6380 T.4$37 -5 .3474
500 1.2213 3.8037 1.6489 7.5454 -5 .3496
1000 1.2174 3.7571 1.6476 7.4682 --5.29 18
2000 1.2189 3.7300 (.6332 7.3632 --5.2369
3000 1.2222 3.76P6 (.6372 7.4221 --5.2801
[SIIsA]i1 ?VIUMFNIS()lJill-iN(il.('I-Juol)()I'n\IAiByi.s Rui.i
E(y*13x,, i) E(y --13's,.1 LJ.L, Li',
(0 1.4246) -2) 1. (87 (I --2) 1.6947)j 6.7079)--
50 l.2452(-2 9.2865) --3 2.7110(1) 67101) -2)
100 1.2673) -2) 5.9180) ---3) 39697)1) 6.7576)-- 2)
500 2.7 140( --3 1.5648)3) 1.4170(2) 6.7843) -2)
1000 4.6860(-4) 8.7835) -4) 2.71)42(2) 6.7893) --2)
2000-3.318-3) 5.2660) --4) 5.2917(2) 6.7920) -2)
3000 -6.7492(-4) 3.5588) -4) 7.8791(2) 6.7929(-2)
var (I3) L13,,) vat (Ø,) coy )f,, J3,,)
10 1.2245 3.9665 1.6729 7.97(6 -5.5723
50 1.2353 3.80(1 1.6627 7.5589 --5.3205
100 1.2525 3.857! (.6380 7.4839 5. 34 74
500 (.22(3 3.004() (.649)) 7.5462 - 5.3500
1000 1.2174 3.757! (.6477 7.4n84 --5.29 18
2000 1.2189 3.7299 (.6332 7.3630 - 5.2368
3000 '.2223 3.76)16 1.6372 7.4221 --5.28))!
Esi-istAni.MOMhNJS lOR iiiiSi;i.PiR'i) OPr!M\1. (vR;AiN I V
LOUt VAt .FN(:I: RulE
I E(y-13'x,+1) E)y-j3'x,+Y Lv,
10 -l.2828t--3) (.2658) --2) 1.9623)1) 6.7(931-2)
50 3.0818( -3) 9.41 83( --3) 2.7433 1) 6.7408) -2)
100 6.3162(--3) 5.$517(-- 3) 4.0211(1) 6.7581 (-2)
500 8.8642(-4) (.5525) --3) 1.4288)2) ô.7844(-2)
1000 -4.8982(-4) 8.7559) -4) 2.7(93(2) 6.78931-2)
2000 -3.7995( -3) 5.2874 --4 5.3(02(2) 6.7920)- 2)
3000 -1.0042(-3) 3.5575) -4) 7.8')97(2) 6.7929( --2)asymptotically normal(using thefi norm).Therefore thevariance ofthese estimates will tend toconverge to zero as1,which is certainlyan improvement over the estimates just consideredwhose variances donot convergeat all. For all these rules f3'x is alsoconsistent asymptoticallynormal (viewedas an estimateof y* andagain using the 'Int)rm),and therefore themean square of37*
--13'x1 tends to converge tozero as ('.the same rateas the rules consideredin the previous section. However, ifmore than one linear combinationof parametersis to be estimated, then the varianceof the limiting distributionof fty*-x,) is larger than for the single periodoptimal rules.
Consider first thecase where interest is inestimating a singlepreassigned linear combination4)=c'of the elements of, where c is a specified vectorof k elements with at leastone element (assumed withoutloss of generalityto be the first, c1) not equalto zero. Thena certainty equivalence rulefor which thislinear combination is consistentasymptotically normal isdefined such thatx1 is an arbitrary butnonzero multiple of c and
x1= , t1,2,
wheretis the leastsquares estimate of. Note that becauseyy/c+u and x0=y*ci/4)i_we have
Lj1 X11
The followingtwo theorems givethe asymptoticproperties of 4) andy
Theorem1. inmodel (1) with c'f3 andthe sequencex1 defined by (7), converges towith probabilityone and'x convergesto y* with probabilityone. Proof. Fromequation (8)
xli
Using the resultsof Theorem I ofTaylor (1974) thesecond teimon the right hand side of (9)converges with probabilityone. This implies from(7) that x doesnot converge to zero andtherefore that x, diverges withprobabilityone. This implies that thesecond termon the right handside of (9)coverges to zero with probabilityone, which completesthe proof of thetheorem.
Theorem 2. Underthe assumptionsof Theorem 1, 4))has a limiting normal distributionwith mean 0 andvariance o-24)2/(y*) 2and'J y3 ') has a limiting normaldistribution withmean zero andvarianceif2.
Proof. From (9)we have that
(JO)
il Xi Using the resultof Theorem1 above andTheorem 2 ofTaylor (1974),the right hand side of(10)converges in distributionto the normalwith meanzero and
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variance equal to cripliin,01X1j/t)ucbi(y*)The second result
follows from the equalityf*(3)=\y*(ç,_AQ)/4t,
Theorem 2 indicates that the estimate ofgenerated by this rule has
acceptable statistical properties, its variance declining approximately as INote
also that the asymptotic variance of y--(3'x+1is equal to that of the single period
optimal rules examined experimentally in Section 1. In this case no sacrifice in
asymptotic control performance is necessary to get this ethcient parameter
estimate. Note also the special case of this rule where c'(3= (3.Then only(3,the
first element of 3, is estimated.
To obtain estimates of more than one linear combination of parameter
estimates, the following procedure can be used. Suppose H k linear combina-
tions of the elements of f3 are to be estimated. Let these be çb=c,f3, h=
1,. .. , H, where each of the Care vectors with k elements with at least one
element of each (assumed to be the hth element of ca, labeled C,,,,) not equal to
zero. Partition the set of integersinto H sets I,.....I such that I,, contains the
integers jH + h,j =0, 1, 2.....Let I,,(t) be the intersection of each of these sets
with all integers less than or equal to I. Then a control rule forwhich the estimates
of d,, are consistent asymptotically normal is given byx,.....x11each an arbitrary
nonzero multiple of C1,. .., c,,and
(11) x,1=- if (1+ 1)eI,,, =H, H+1,...,
where ci,,, is the least squares estimate of Because y,=bhY I'1ht--I + u, and




Theorem 3. lnrnodel (1) with the sequence x,defined by (7) ifc,13 for
h1, .. .,H, thefthteach converge to zero with probability one and 13'x, converges
towith probability one.
Proof From equation (12) we have that
(13) ±Ci.a
Xg,'
Since the number of elements in eachI,,(t) diverges to infinity as t-',the
arguments of Theorem I can be used toshow that the second term on theright
hand side of (13) converges to zero withprobability one. Thus b,,, -band from
(11) (3'x1 -, y with probability one.
Theorem 4. Under the assumptions ofTheorem 3,u4i)' . .. , 'it(-
havealimitingnormaldistributionwithmeans0,variances
o.2H/(y* 2, 2H,/(y*.) 2 and covariances 0. Inaddition'ft(y" 13 'x,) has
a limiting normal distributionwith mean zero and varianceHo2.
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Proof. To establish the iimitingdistribution we must showthatz1= v7 ah(dW1 )has a limiting normaldistribution withmean zeroand variance
11(1' - V=-----
(Y);
for any set of real numbersa1.....a11.Using equation (13)and the methodof Theorem 2 we find that thedifFerence betweenz, and
,*li(a/J;'._)
has a zero probability limit.Each of the H terms in(1 5) converge indistribution to the normal by thecentral limit theorem, andeach of these areindependent since they Containno common random elements. Thus(15) convergesto the normal distribution with mean 0 andvarancc V given in (14). The limiting
distribution of ./y*_13x,) thenfollows using equatiot(11).
The implication ofIheot-eni 4 is that whenthe certaintyequivalence rules given here are used, theestimatesofseveral linear combinationsof the elements of fi can have varianceswhich declineapproximately as 1l. Furthereach of the linear combinationshave equal asymptotic"1-ratios," SinCe theasymptotic standard deviation of eachestimate is the sameproportion of its truevalue. However, the largerthe number of linearcombinations thatarc estimated the larger is theasymptotic varianceofy*$x, whichis ourmeasure of control performance Thus, usingthis methodofanalysis, there isa tradeoff between parameter estimation andcontrol. Only oneparameter combinationcan be estimated without cost.
A special case of theparameter estimating controlrule in (1) is wheneach of the kparameters of 13 are to beestimated. In thatcase the procedure is simplyto use only one instrumentat a time, Setting theother to zero, andswitching to a different instrumenteach time period.
Table 3presents the results of theuse of such a rule2 in themodel introduced in Section 1.Comparing Table 3 withTables 1 and 2we can see that there isan enormous improvement in theefficiency of theparameter estimates Aspredicted by the aboveasymptotic theory thevaria'iccs of $, and$2,are approximated by 2/r and 4/irespectively so that theratio of theestimated coefficientto the standard error is closeto (21)*7 for both.n addition the meansquare ofy*13k, is approximated by2/t as is predictedby Theorem 4.Since twoparameters are being estimated thisvalue is larger thanthat in Tables Iand 2. Finally in Figure
1 the elipsecentered at (1, 2)contains all the 100estimated values of13,, and$2(at T= 160.
3. CON('i;RE1ARKS
This paper hasbeen concernedwith the prohletnof efficientparameter estiniation in a regressionmodel where thedependent variable isbeing controlled 2Since the initialconditions of this model donot Conform to those ofrule (11), the experjmeis
run as a sensitivity testof the asymptotictheory to moregeneral initial cond it ions. Allestimated send momentsreported in lable 3 fort> 100 arc withinthe 95% Probabilityinterval of the asymptotic approximation
346TABLE 3
ESTRfATFD MOSIENTS FOR fl1F PAR. IET}R EST1S1ATIN(; CiRiAiNFs
EQuIvAliNci RULE
E(y4-13'x,+i) I(y*I3'x)2 E,.;.,
by all the independent variables.Some well known single period optimal rules
were shown to giveunacceptable parameter estimates. As an alternative to these
rules, a class of parameter estimatingcertainty equivalence rules were proposed
and shown to have much greater efliciency asparameter estimators with relative
small reduction in control efficiency. Forthese rules the more parameters that are
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E(811) var i11) E(21) var (132,) COV (Pr,. (321)
10 1.046() l.3183(- I) 1.9909 2.1271)-I) -1.19751 - I)
50 1.0085 3.1645(-2) 2.0577 7.1733(--2) -1.5749(-2)
100 1.0035 I .2683( -2) 2.0544 4.58371 -2) -3.3406) -3)
500 1.0067 3.61111-3) 2.0068 1.2760(-2) -6.4295(-4)
1000 1.0034 I .7229( -3) 1.9997 7.8874) --3) --2.6985)-- 4
2000 0.9851 9.8709(--4) 1.9933 3.8351(-3) -4.0770(-5)
3000 1.0016 6.7184(-4) 1.9963 2.49271-3) 8.1619)-SI
10 -7.0609(-2) 9.9945(-2) 3.1970(1) 4M97
50 1.2063(-2) l.5823(- 2) 5.196811) 1.2744(1)
100 1.5570(-2) I .1417(-2) 7.6562(l) 2.0422(li
500 2.2346( -4) 3.1 722( -3) 2.7543(2) 7.2874(1)
1000 -2,1217(--3) 2.0152(--3) 5.2571(2) 1.3575(2)
2000 -4.3591( -3) 1 .0202( -3) 1.0276(3) 2.6198(2)
3000 -2.4752i-3) 6.2541) --4) 1.529013) 3.8809(2)